ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
"A Picture is Worth One Thousand Words". It is one of the famous proverbs. The meaning of this proverb is that pictures can replace words, which means images play a much more important role than the text, the information which is contained in the image even the words cannot described them. CBIR system analyses image contents via the low-level features for indexing and retrieval, such as color, shape and texture. In order to achieve higher semantic performance, these systems seek to fuse low-level features with high-level features that contain perceptual information of human beings [1] . There are two main steps in CBIR -(i) Feature Extraction (ii) Matching the features of database images with the query image [2] . Carson et al. [3] have retrieved the images from large database using the basic CBIR technique. They have transformed the image from raw pixel data to small set of coherent region based on color and texture space. The one main drawback in their approach was the shape feature. The images which are similar in terms of shape are not retrieved. Rui et al. [4] has given a CBIR system that uses many visual features like Shape, Texture and Color. They have, however, ignored two main characteristics: (1) the semantic gap between the high level and low level features, and (2) description of human perception of visual content.
In the development of a real time CBIR system, feature evaluation time and query response time should be effective and optimized. A better performance can be obtained if feature-dimensionality and space complexity of the algorithms are optimized. In this paper, a three phase methodology is proposed for the extraction of semantic information from visual data. In the first phase database of images with its calculated feature are created. In the second phase, images related to the query image given by the user are retrieved by applying individual feature process. In the third phase, we retrieve the images by combining all the features which results in a set of images which are semantically more similar to the query image. The accuracy for an image retrieval method is very difficult to define because it is very subjective and user dependent. Even if there is exactly same input given to the user, different human beings may probably have different views about the similarity of the images. So, it is very important that a retrieval system adapts to different user requirements. Many systems have been developed to improve the accuracy and efficiency of image retrieval systems. All the approaches aim to refine the features and to improve the similarity matching [5] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we give the solution for the problem of semantic-based image retrieval and the details of our proposed system are described. Section III, is devoted to the experiments and results discussion and finally, section IV concludes the paper.
PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method for image retrieval is composed of three phases. In first phase, database of images with its calculated feature are created. In second phase, images related to the query image are retrieved by applying individual feature process. In third phase, we retrieve the images by combining all the features of the images which are retrieved in second phase and get the final results in a form of images which are semantically similar to the query image.
Preparing the Database (phase 1)
In this phase, we store the images in the database with the features extracted from it. Figure 1 illustrates the preparation of the feature database. We extract color, texture and shape feature and store these entire calculated feature with its corresponding images in the database. 
Color Features
Color Histogram is an often used feature to extract color information of an image and is frequently used in CBIR system, which contains frequency of each color. A color histogram is basically a distribution of colors in any digital image. We extract color histogram in RGB and HSV color spaces. For multi-spectral images, in which each pixel represents an arbitrary number of measurements, the color histogram in general is N-dimensional, with N being the number of measurements taken. We reduce the number of bins by quantization for being the computationally efficient.
Texture Features
In this paper we have used Tamura texture feature (i.e. coarseness, contrast and directionality) [6] ,
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Coarseness
Coarseness is the information of the size of texture elements. The value of the coarseness will be lower in the smoother areas and vice versa. In general, coarseness is the measurement of roughness in the image. Coarseness can be computed by the following algorithm 1. For every pixel (n 0 , n 1 ) in an image we calculate the average over neighbourhood pixels. The size of the neighbourhood is the powers of two, e.g.:1*1, 2*2, 4*4... 32*32.
2. For every pixel (n 0 , n 1 ), we calculate the differences between the non overlapping neighbourhoods on opposite sides of the pixel in vertical and horizontal direction.
3. At each pixel (n 0 , n 1 ) we select the size which is leading to the highest difference value.
( , ) arg(max max ( , )) 0 1 0 1 1... 5 ,
4. In last we take the average to find the coarseness value of the image. 
Where, µ 4 is the 4 th moment of the mean µ, σ 2 is the variance of the gray values in an image, and x is a constant calculated as 0.25 from the empirical observations. 
Directionality
Directionality is the presence of orientation in the texture of an image. Two textures differing only in the orientation are considered as same directionality. In the semantic image retrieval, the use of directionality is of great significance. The directionality of the horizontal derivatives ∆H and vertical derivatives ∆V are determined by the convolution of the image X(n 0 ,n 1 ) with the 3 × 3 operators shown in Figure 2a 
Shape Features
In this paper, we have used Zernike [7] moment to demonstrate shape feature. We first apply Scale Invariant feature Transform (SIFT) [8] method to all images and then apply shape feature to avoid any scaling effect and to produce better results. Zernike is useful information of shape that can be used effectively in the image retrieval because they have used moment which is invariant to the translation and rotation.
Image Retrieval by using each Feature individually (phase 2)
First we calculate the feature of query image and stored it in some variable so that we use variable for further access rather than calculating the feature of query image many times. The procedure for the image retrieval by considering each feature separately is depicted in Figure 3 . In this step, we extract most similar images to the input image from the reduced feature database considering color, texture and shape feature individually using similarity matching. We consider each feature individually such that we have all the images which are similar to input images on the basis of either color, texture or shape that are required to be able to perform semantic retrieval. 
Image Retrieval by using all the Features simultaneously (phase 3)
In this step, we retrieve the images using similarity matching on those images which are similar to the input image either by color, texture or shape considering all the features simultaneously. We combine all the features to obtain a single feature vector for the input image and for each image which are returned in the phase 2. By doing this we are able to retrieve all those images which are similar in all respect to the input image and provide a scope of semantic retrieval. The approach to combine the features is shown in Figure 4 . If we use phase 3 without using phase 2 then there is a possibility that some images will not come in the result which are semantically similar due to the dimensionality of the combined feature. The problem of dimensionality occurs due to lack of proper normalization of all the features. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In order to validate the proposed approach for the semantic image retrieval by considering multiple features, we have used a database of 2135 images having various types of images. The query image can be selected either from the dataset or from the outside. Figure 5 . Example of a query image from inside the database Figure 5 shows the query image from inside the database for which we have to retrieve the most similar images semantically. The information in the image is the presence of sky above the mountain with sea which is semantic information. Figure 6 (a) shows the most similar images for the queried image by considering standard CBIR system. In this figure, there are ten images which are semantically similar to the input image. Figure 7(a) shows the query image from outside the database for which we have to retrieve the most similar images semantically. The information in the image is the presence of flower which is look like tree which is semantic information. Figure 7 (b) shows the most similar images for the queried image by our proposed method. In this figure, there are eighteen images which are semantically similar to the input image. Figure 8 (a-b) shows the recall and precision while considering different number of images retrieved. Precision and recall is the quantitative measurement of performance. For the proposed method the precision and recall is higher than any of individual feature as shown in Figure 8(a-b) . Figure 8 (c) compares the recall with the precision while number of images is different. Our proposed approach greatly improves the precision-recall performance of the image retrieval system. Table 1 shows a comparison of precision among CBIR and our proposed approach. Our introduced method shows fairly more accurate result and outperforms the existing image retrieval methods. Table 1 . Precision computed at different number of retrieved images for various systems.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A semantic image retrieval approach using multiple features is proposed and experimentally evaluated in this paper. We have used color, texture and shape features to improve the performance of content based image retrieval semantically. The presented work operates in three phases, in the first phase, a feature database is created, in the second phase we retrieve images by using each feature individually and in third phase we retrieve images by using all the features simultaneously. Our experimental results suggest that the proposed approach matches those images which are more semantically similar with the query image and it is able to improve the precision and recall of the image retrieval system. The work done in proposed CBIR system can be used fully in the new version of the system based on the key-frames extracted from the video sequences. These algorithms can benefit very much from the combination of features extracted from different content. Considerable improvements can thus still be expected from such multi modal features. 
